You’ve seen it, you’ve chosen the colour but it doesn’t stop there. Thanks to a fantastic range of exterior and interior accessories, your Vitara can reflect your personality. You love the ALLGRIP 4WD technology, the Radar Brake Support and the rugged design. But there is always something more you can do to make it unique – your own personal Vitara.

Make it yours.
Urban Design

All-wheel drive vehicles no longer live out in the desert and the mountains. But the technology they need to grip the road and cope with rough terrain makes the Vitara the ideal town car. To complement this, we have added plenty of accessories and personalization options to make your Vitara truly stand out in the city.

1 | Daytime running light bezel small chrome
Part No. 99000-54P10-CFB

2 | Side body moulding small chroma black, set for left and right side
Part No. 99000-54P08-CSM

3 | Roof edge spoiler painted in prime cosmic black (ZCE)
Part No. 99000-54P05-ZCE
Without illustration
Roof edge spoiler painted in superior white (26U)
Part No. 99000-54P05-26U
painted in prime atlantis turquoise (ZQN)
Part No. 99000-54P05-ZQN
painted in silky silver 2 metallic (ZCC)
Part No. 99000-54P05-ZCC
painted in galactic grey metallic (ZCD)
Part No. 99000-54P05-ZCD
painted in cool white pearl metallic (ZNL)
Part No. 99000-54P05-ZNL
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Vitara was born in the wilderness. It was here that it learned to hug the road and cope with whatever nature threw at it. And it hasn’t forgotten where it came from. Rugged design options allow the vehicle to show off its off-road heritage whilst still ensuring it turns heads in the city.
Not only does Vitara stand out from the crowd, you can customize yours to your exact taste. Whether it’s the interior, the exterior, or both, there are a wide range of accessories that make sure that no two Vitaras need be alike.

### Exterior

1. **White Version**
   - Front Grill painted in superior white (26U)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P70-26U

2. **Fender garnish**
   - Painted in superior white (26U)
   - Part No. 990E0-54P71-26U

### Black Version

3. **Fender garnish**
   - Painted in cosmic black (ZCE)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P71-ZCE

4. **Front Grill**
   - Painted in cosmic black (ZCE)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P70-ZCE

### Interior

5. **Piano black version**
   - **Instrument panel**
     - Two-piece set, painted in piano black (OCE)
     - For left-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P72-OCE
     - For right-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P73-OCE
   - A/C louver ring set
     - Five-piece set, painted in piano black (OCE)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P74-OCE

6. **Orange version**
   - **Instrument panel**
     - Two-piece set, painted in met. horizon orange (ZQP)
     - For left-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P72-ZQP
     - For right-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P73-ZQP
   - A/C louver ring set
     - Five-piece set, painted in met. horizon orange (ZQP)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P74-ZQP

7. **Turquoise version**
   - **Instrument panel**
     - Two-piece set, painted in prime atlantis turquoise (ZQN)
     - For left-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P72-ZQN
     - For right-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P73-ZQN
   - A/C louver ring set
     - Five-piece set, painted in prime atlantis turquoise (ZQN)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P74-ZQN

8. **White version**
   - **Instrument panel**
     - Two-piece set, painted in superior white (26U)
     - For left-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P72-26U
     - For right-hand drive
       - Part No. 990E0-54P73-26U
   - A/C louver ring set
     - Five-piece set, painted in superior white (26U)
     - Part No. 990E0-54P74-26U

9. **Center Clock**
   - **Carbon optic**
     - Without centre louver ring
       - Part No. 99000-99053-CL1
     - With centre louver ring
       - Part No. 99000-99053-CL1

10. **Center Clock Kanji**
    - Without centre louver ring
       - Part No. 99000-99053-CL2
     - With centre louver ring
       - Part No. 99000-99053-CL2
Exterior

Vitara already has great looks and strong lines. But now you can enhance those looks with stylish front and rear skid plates and rear roof spoilers.

1 | Rear skid plate
   black/silver painted, replacement for OE-part
   Part No. 990E0-54P57-000

2 | Roof edge spoiler
   Painted in cosmic black (ZCE)
   Part No. 990E0-54P05-ZCE

3 | Roof edge spoiler
   Painted in superior white (26U)
   Part No. 990E0-54P05-26U
   without illustration
   Painted in prime atlantis turquoise (ZQN)
   Part No. 990E0-54P05-ZQN
   Painted in silky silver 2 metallic (ZCC)
   Part No. 99000-54P05-ZCC
   Painted in galactic grey metallic (ZCD)
   Part No. 99000-54P05-ZCD
   Painted in cool white (ZNL)
   Part No. 99000-54P05-ZNL
   Primed, can be painted in body colour
   Part No. 99000-54P05-000

4 | Front skid plate large
   black/silver painted, replacement for OE-part
   Part No. 990E0-54P44-000

5 | Front skid plate small
   silver painted
   Part No. 990E0-54P45-000

6 | Fender extension set
   black grained, complete set for one car covering front and rear fenders
   Part No. 990E0-54P09-000
7 | Tail lamp trim
   chrome, four-piece set
   Part No. 990E0-54P28-CTB

8 | Rear hatch moulding
   chrome design
   Part No. 990E0-54P22-000

9 | Door handle cover
   chrome, set for all four door handles,
   for cars with keyless go system only
   Part No. 990E0-61M44-000
   Door handle cover
   chrome, set for all four door handles,
   for cars without keyless go system
   Part No. 990E0-61M45-000

10 | Daytime running light bezel large
    black grained, two-piece set
    Part No. 990E0-54P10-000

11 | Daytime running light bezel small
    chrome, two-piece set
    Part No. 990E0-54P10-CFB

12 | Decor set “Giraffe”
    black decor covering A-pillar;
    side roof edge and C-pillar
    Part No. 990E0-54P95-000

13 | Bulb set flasher clear
    set of 2 bulbs 12V21W (PY21W)
    in “chromed” for clear glass flasher
    Part No. 990E0-61M01-000

14 | LED coming home function
    upon opening front doors, the area
    below the front doors of the vehicle
    is illuminated to assist passengers
    to find their way
    Part No. 990E0-990B4-132
Nothing sets off the look of your Vitara more than a great set of wheels. Some choose alloy, some choose black, some choose polished, some choose matt. Whatever you choose we have wheels you’ll love – and a fantastic car to drive on them.

15 | Alloy rim “Mojave”
6.5 J x 17” suitable for 215/55 R17 tires, including centre cap with Suzuki logo, ECE-R 124 approval
silver
Part No. 43210-54PS0-0KS
black polished
Part No. 43210-54PU0-0SP

16 | Alloy rim “Gobi”
6.5 J x 16” suitable for 215/60 R16 tires, incl. centre cap with Suzuki logo, ECE-R 124 approval
black polished
Part No. 43210-54PR0-0SP
silver
Part No. 43210-54PQ0-0KS

17 | Alloy rim “Misti”
6.5 J x 17” suitable for 215/55 R17 tires, including centre cap with Suzuki logo, ECE-R 124 approval
silver
Part No. 990E0-61M75-002
matt black
Part No. 990E0-61M76-002
black polished
Part No. 990E0-61M78-002

18 | 16” Wheel cap set
silver, four-piece set
Part No. 990E0-54P00-27N

19 | Wheel locks “Sicustar”
with Thatcham approval, four-piece set
Part No. 990E0-59J44-000
Wheel locks “Sicurit”
four-piece set (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-59J48-000

20 | Valve cap set S-Logo
two-piece set
Part No. 990E0-19060-000

21 | Wheel bolt cover
black, five-piece set for one wheel
Part No. 90E0-61M70-COV
You’ll spend a lot of time driving your Vitara, so getting the interior look right matters. Whether its dials, gearstick, pedals, dashboard or seat trim, you’ll be spoilt for choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Paint Color</th>
<th>Part Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ambient lights¹</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Part No. 99000-INCOMPLETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Part No. 99000-INCOMPLETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Part No. 99000-INCOMPLETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Instrument panel two-piece set, painted in solid bright red 5 (ZCF)</td>
<td>Left-hand drive</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P72-ZCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Right-hand drive</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P73-ZCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A/C louver ring set five-piece set, painted in met. savanna ivory (ZQQ)</td>
<td>Left-hand drive</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P72-ZQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Right-hand drive</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P73-ZQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Centre trim painted in solid bright red 5 (ZQP)</td>
<td>Met. savanna ivory</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P78-ZQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For 2WD</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P77-ZQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Centre trim painted in met. savanna ivory (ZQQ)</td>
<td>Superior white (26U)</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P78-26U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For 2WD</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P77-26U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ALLGRIP emblem for all 4WD to be fixed to instrument panel</td>
<td>Piano black (0CE)</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P78-Z0CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For 2WD</td>
<td>Part No. 990E0-54P77-Z0CE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Factory-equipped in GL+ (amber) and GLX (white)
13 | Steering wheel black leather with turquoise stitching
Part No. 990E0-54P91-TUR

14 | Steering wheel garnish painted in prime atlantis turquoise (ZQO)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-ZQO

15 | Steering wheel black leather with red stitching
Part No. 990E0-54P91-RED

16 | Steering wheel black leather with orange stitching
Part No. 990E0-54P91-ORA

17 | Steering wheel black leather with silver stitching
Part No. 990E0-54P91-000

18 | Steering wheel black leather with white stitching
Part No. 990E0-54P91-WHT

19 | Steering wheel garnish painted in solid bright red 5 (ZCF)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-2CF

20 | Steering wheel garnish painted in met. horizon orange (ZQP)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-ZQP

21 | Steering wheel garnish painted in met. savanna ivory (ZQQ)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-ZQQ

22 | Steering wheel garnish painted in superior white (26U)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-26U

23 | Steering wheel garnish painted in piano black (OCE)
Part No. 990E0-54P75-OCE

26 | Gear shift knob Red, for manual transmission suitable for LHD and RHD, with coloured inlay and coloured stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P36-RED
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P37-RED

27 | Gear shift knob Orange, for manual transmission suitable for LHD and RHD, with coloured inlay and coloured stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P36-ORA
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P37-ORA

28 | Gear shift knob Silver for manual transmission suitable for LHD and RHD, with coloured inlay and coloured stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P36-000
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P37-000

29 | Gear shift knob Turquoise, for manual transmission suitable for LHD and RHD, with coloured inlay and coloured stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P36-TUR
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-61M37-TUR

30 | Leather boot suitable for LHD and RHD, with silver stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P38-000
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P39-000

31 | Leather boot suitable for LHD and RHD, with turquoise stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P38-TUR
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P39-TUR

32 | Leather boot suitable for LHD and RHD, with red stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P38-RED
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P39-RED

33 | Leather boot suitable for LHD and RHD, with orange stitching
for SMT
Part No. 990E0-54P38-ORA
for 6MT (without illustration)
Part No. 990E0-54P39-ORA
11 | Aluminium sport pedals
   incl. footrest, for LHD manual transmission
   silver
   Part No. 990E0-54P93-000
   turquoise
   Part No. 990E0-54P93-TUR
   orange
   Part No. 990E0-54P93-ORA
   red
   Part No. 990E0-54P93-RED

   including footrest, for LHD automatic transmission
   silver
   Part No. 990E0-54P94-000
   turquoise
   Part No. 990E0-54P94-TUR
   orange
   Part No. 990E0-54P94-ORA
   red
   Part No. 990E0-54P94-RED

12 | Floor mat set "ECO"
   anthracite needle felt carpets with coloured
   Vitara logo and stitching, four-piece set,
   M/T and A/T, for left-hand drive only
   silver
   Part No. 975901-54P20-000
   white
   Part No. 75901-54P20-WHT
   turquoise
   Part No. 75901-54P20-TUR
   orange
   Part No. 75901-54P20-ORA
   red
   Part No. 75901-54P20-RED

13 | Floor mat set "DLX"
   anthracite velour carpets with coloured
   Vitara logo and stitching, four-piece set,
   M/T and A/T, for left-hand drive only
   silver
   Part No. 75901-54P10-000
   white
   Part No. 75901-54P10-WHT
   turquoise
   Part No. 75901-54P10-TUR
   orange
   Part No. 75901-54P10-ORA
   red
   Part No. 75901-54P10-RED

14 | Rubber floor mat set
   raised edge to help keep the footwell
   clean, four-piece set, M/T and A/T.
   for left-hand drive
   Part No. 75901-54P00-000
   for right-hand drive
   Part No. 75901-54PA0-000

15 | Centre armrest
   for more comfort,
   with storage department
   Part No. 990E0-54P34-002

16 | Smokers kit
   contains cigarette lighter
   and ashtray
   Part No. 990E0-61M00-LIG

17 | Passenger side net
   Part No. 990E0-54P34-002
**Child seat “Kidfix”**

Keeps your little one safe: the Kidfix for groups 2 and 3, kids weighing from approximately 15 to 36kg. It meets the current Child Seat Safety Standard ECE R44/04 regulations and offers optimal side impact protection.

Its perfectly routed 3-point seat belt installation plus additional fastening to the ISOFIX anchorage fastening points ensure maximum stability and safety. The headrest height can be adjusted to 11 different positions and the backrest to the angle of the vehicle seat. The reclined position can be set using the lever in the access slot of the detachable and washable booster cushion cover.

Part No. 990E0-59J25-001

---

**Child seat “FAIR”**

Restraint system specifically conceived to accommodate children weighing from birth to 18kg, corresponding to an approximate age from 0 months to 4 years. This seat is available in three different versions containing different manual instruction languages.

This seat is tested and approved to the current Child Seat Safety Standard ECE R44/04.

or Eastern Europe

(PL, H, CZ, SK, SLO, RO, BG, GR, CY)

Part No. 990E0-68L01-001

for Central Europe

(F, R, NL, L, E, P, I, D, AT, IR, GB, M)

Part No. 990E0-68L01-002

for Northern Europe

(S, FIN, DK, EST, LV, LT)

Part No. 990E0-68L01-003

---

**Isofix platform child seat “FAIR”**

System to interface the child seat FAIR to the car ISOFIX anchorages. The system is appropriate for babies from birth until the age of 4 years or a maximum weight of 18kg. The platform FAIR fulfills the ECE R44/04 requirements. There are four different interfaces with different dimensions to cover the majority of the car market (A-B-C-D).

Part No. 990E0-84M01-000

---

1 Only in combination with platform „FAIR“ (Part No. 990E0-68L01-003)
23 | Cargo organizer
tray that fits properly under the boot cover of your Vitara, including variable aluminium dividers
Part No. 990E0-54P21-000

24 | Cargo tray
tray-shaped, waterproof to keep your boot clean for usage on top of the boot cover
Part No. 990E0-54P15-000

25 | Cargo tray with raised edges
tray-shaped, waterproof to keep your boot clean for usage on top of the boot cover, large with raised edges
Part No. 990E0-54P80-000

26 | Boot cargo net
for securing loads underneath the boot cover of your Vitara
Part No. 990E0-65339-000

27 | Vertical cargo net
protects items from falling out of the boot when opening boot lid
Part No. 990E0-54P34-001

28 | Cargo mat “ECO”
antracite needle felt carpet with coloured Vitara logo and stitching
silver
Part No. 990E0-54P40-000
Part No. 990E0-54P40-RHT

29 | Cooling box
capacity of 15 litres, connectable to the 12V socket
Part No. 990E0-64J30-000

30 | Cooling box
Capacity of 21 litres, connectable to the 12V socket. With ISOFIX® fastening
Part No. 990E0-64J23-000
31 | Foldable luggage bag
black with Suzuki logo, with four non slip studs on the base and individually adjustable straps to ensure easy and safe fixation in the boot of the car, two-times foldable
Dimension:
Approx. H 300 mm / W640 mm / D 360 mm
(where fully extended) Volume: 25 – 50 litres
Part No. 990F0-MLFB1-000

32 | Roller bag
black with Suzuki logo, with smooth running rollers, extendible handle, individually adjustable straps to ensure easy and safe fixation in the boot of the car, fits upright in the boot, extendible by approx. 20 cm
Dimension:
Approx. H 420 mm / W 340 mm / D 200 mm
(height extended: 620mm)
Volume: 21 – 36 litres
Part No. 990F0-MLRB1-000

33 | Thermo bag
black with Suzuki logo, individually adjustable straps to ensure easy and safe fixation in the boot of the car, fits exactly into one of the two pockets of the foldable luggage bag
Dimension:
Approx. H 180 mm / W 320 mm / D 210 mm
Volume: 21 liters
Part No. 990F0-MLTB1-000
Protection

With Radar Brake Support to avert collision, front and rear parking sensors, rain and wind deflectors, rain sensors and paint protectors, the Vitara goes far beyond airbags and an alarm.

1 | Side body moulding large
black grained, set for left and right side,
can be painted in body colour
Part No. 990E0-54P07-000

2 | Side body moulding small
chrome/black, set for left and right side
Part No. 990E0-54P08-CSM

3 | Rain and wind deflector set
for front windows, two-piece set
Part No. 990E0-54P24-000
for rear windows, two-piece set
Part No. 990E0-54P25-000

4 | Mud flap set rigid\(^4\)
can be painted in body colour
for front wheels
Part No. 72210-54P00-000
for rear wheels
Part No. 72230-54P00-000

5 | Mud flap set flexible\(^4\)
flexible mud flaps with S-Mark
for front wheels
Part No. 990E0-54P13-000
for rear wheels
Part No. 990E0-54P14-000

\(^4\)Not in combination with fender extension, Part No. 990E0-54P09-0000
Protection

6 | Door sill guard set SOLID
   black with structured surface,
   SOLID design, four-piece set
   Part No. 990E0-54P60-001

7 | Door sill guard set ELEGANT
   black with structured surface,
   ELEGANT design, four-piece set
   Part No. 990E0-54P60-000

8 | Door sill protection foil
   black foil, four-piece set
   Part No. 990E0-54P30-000

9 | Door sill protection foil
   transparent foil, four-piece set
   Part No. 990E0-54P30-001

10 | Loading edge protection
    black design, made of durable
    thermoplastic, protects your
    rear bumper from scratches
    when loading and unloading
    Part No. 990E0-54P51-000

11 | Loading edge protection
    aluminium brushed
    design, made of durable
    thermoplastic, protects
    your rear bumper from
    scratches when loading
    and unloading
    Part No. 990E0-54P51-001

12 | Bumper protection foil
    black foil, protects your
    bumper from scratches
    Part No. 990E0-54P57-000

13 | Parking sensors front
    set of four paintable sensors
    and piezo buzzer
    Part No. 990E0-54P56-000

14 | Parking sensors rear
    set of four paintable sensors
    and piezo buzzer
    Part No. 990E0-54P53-000

15 | Rain sensor
    controls the windscreen wipers
    automatically from ideal
    interval to first continuous
    wiping speed
    Part No. 990E0-65J81-015
Protection

16 | G3-Paint protection
   ideal paint protection for your vehicle, from roof to wheels.
   Ask your Suzuki dealer about this service
   Part No. 990E0-GLASC-OAT

17 | Touch-up paint
   superior white
   Part No. 99000-10315-26U
   std. bright red S
   Part No. 99000-10315-ZCF
   prime atlantis turquoise
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZQN
   horizon orange metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZQP
   savanna ivory metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZQQ
   cool white pearl metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZNL
   silky silver 2 metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZCC
   galactic grey metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZCD
   cosmic black pearl metallic
   Part No. 99000-10415-ZCE

18 | First aid kit
   the kit complies with DIN 13164, including warning triangle, first aid kit and a safety vest
   Part No. 990E0-61M79-000

19 | Battery charger
   maintainer and tester for 12V batteries, optimizes battery power and life
   Part No. 990E0-OPTIM-CAR

20 | Deodorant filter
   filters dust, pollen, sand, mites, unpleasant odours from outside and inside the car and other air impurities
   Part No. 99000-990B7-P25

21 | Rear seat protective cover
   for the rear seat upholstery
   Part No. 990E0-79J44-000

22 | Cargo mat
   covers boot floor even when rear seats are folded or cargo partition grid is installed, fixed to head rests of rear seats
   Part No. 990E0-61MA8-003
Transportation

Load up your Vitara with bikes and other cargo thanks to roof racks, bike carrier extensions and boot partition grids. Whether you’re off to the mountains or a week in the sun, Vitara will get you and your kit there safely and in style.

1 | Cargo partition grid for separating the rear seats from the boot, steel
   Part No. 990E0-54P48-000

2 | Cargo partition grid (lengthwise) for dividing the boot into two sections, steel, only in combination with cargo partition grid
   Part No. 990E0-54P48-000
   Part No. 990E0-54P48-001

3 | Adapter for cargo partition grid (lengthwise) for fixing partition grid (lengthwise) in lowest position of the luggage board
   Part No. 990E0-54P48-002

4 | Tow bar detachable for trailers and carrier systems, please order electric harness kit separately. Maximum vertical load 75kg
   Part No. 72901-54P00-000

5 | E-Kit 7-pin electric harness kit for tow bar, 7-pin with turning signal monitor, for left-hand drive only
   Part No. 990E0-54P64-000

6 | E-Kit 13-pin electric harness kit for tow bar, 13-pin with turning signal monitor, for left-hand drive
   Part No. 990E0-54P65-000
   Part No. 990E0-54P66-000
   for right-hand drive

7 | Adapter 7/13 to connect 7-pin plug to 13-pin socket
   Part No. 990E0-62J41-000

8 | Adapter 13/7 to connect 13-pin plug to 7-pin socket
   Part No. 990E0-79J67-000

*Please observe your vehicle owner’s manual for the max. towing capacity and further information.*
Transportation

7 | Rear bike carrier “STRADA”
   aluminium bike carrier for two bikes for mounting on tow bar
   Part No. 990E0-59J22-000

8 | Rear bike carrier extension for rear bike carrier “STRADA” to transport three bikes
   Part No. 990E0-59J22-001

9 | Multi roof rack
   aluminium tube with T-slot, lockable for cars with roof rail, max. roof load 75kg
   Part No. 78901-54P00-000
   for cars without roof rail, max. roof load 50kg
   Part No. 78901-54P10-000

10 | Roof box “CERTO 460” silver metallic roof box with “MASTER-FIT” system
    for quick and convenient mounting to the multi roof rack. The dynamic opening can be done from both sides, lockable. Volume 440 litres, dimensions 192 x 82 x 42 cm
    Part No. 990E0-59J43-000

11 | Roof rack storage bag
    black, with large Suzuki logo, for roof rack
    Part No. 990E0-79J93-000

12 | Roof box “CERTO 460” for up to 2 snowboards or 4 pairs of skis, lockable
   Part No. 99000-990YT-106

13 | Ski carrier “McKinley” for up to 4 snowboards or 6 pairs of skis, lockable
   Part No. 99000-990YT-107

14 | Bicycle carrier “Giro AF” for transporting complete bikes, one set for one bike, lockable
   Part No. 990E0-59J20-000

15 | Bicycle carrier “Giro Speed” for transporting bicycles without front wheel, one set for one bike, lockable
   Part No. 990E0-59J21-000

*Only in combination with Vitara multi roof rack 78901-54P00-000 or 78901-54P10-000.
*Please observe the max. roof load of 50 kg for cars without roof rail and 75 kg for cars with roof rail.

In case of panorama sun roof please order additionally installation kit, p/n 990E0-59J13-001.
Audio & Navigation

Vitara’s in-car systems are some of the most sophisticated on the road. Built-in satellite navigation ensures that you reach your destination effortlessly. In car audio keeps you entertained and, thanks to mobile connectivity, you can plot your route and select a playlist for the stereo using voice commands to your phone.

1 | Pioneer AVIC-F600DAB

the master of car entertainment and navigation. This AVIC system brings together pro sound quality audio components and a 7” (17.8cm) WVGA multi-touch display. It guarantees passenger amazement. It will entertain both the front and back row, connect to almost anything and navigate you through traffic. Enjoy radio without interference thanks to the built-in DAB / DAB+. Universal smartphone connectivity with Apple CarPlay for iPhone™ and AppRadio Mode for iPhone™ and Android smartphones and AVICSYNC for additional realtime information and extra services for iPhone™ and Android.

Key features include:

**Smartphone Connectivity**
- Apple CarPlay for iPhone™ 5/5S/5C/6/6Plus
- AppRadio Mode for iPhone™ and Android smartphones
- Siri Eyes Free for iPhone™
- MirroLink with USB
- AVICSYNC for realtime information and extra services (Service available from Summer 2014, free activation)

**Navigation**
- Latest maps of 45 European countries installed on 16GB internal drive
- 10.4 million kilometres of road, incl. detailed city maps and 3D visualisation of major landmarks
- 10 million pre-installed POIs Text-to-Speech (TTS) provides voice guidance and relays traffic information from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) in 18 languages
- Voice recognition lets you give voice commands to control a number of navigation, Bluetooth™ and audio functions

**Connectivity**
- 2 x Rear USB – 1A
- 5D Card Slot (SDHC compatible)
- iPod / iPhone 17 Music / Video Direct Control (Optional cable required)
- Steering Wheel Remote Input
- 3 x 4 Volt RCA Pre-outs (Front, Rear, Subwoofer)
- Rear View Camera Input with Graphic Parking Guidelines
- Dual Camera input
- 1 Rear Monitor RCA Output
- 2 Video Inputs (RCA /Aux-in)
- 1 HDMI Input

---

**Multimedia**
- Plays DAB+ radio, RDS AM / FM tuner with 24 presets
- Audio File Playback: MP3 / WMA / AAC / WAV from DVD / CD-R / RW / USB / SD
- Video File Playback: MPEG1,2,4 / DivX / H.264 / JPEG / MKV / FLV from DVD / CD-R / RW / USB / SD

**USB / SD**
- Android smartphones via HDMI (Optional cable required)
- Other AV devices via 2 rear auxiliary inputs

**Telephony**
- Phone book transfer
- It stores information from up to five different phones and up to 1000 contacts per phone. Check Bluetooth™ compatibility.
- External microphone included

Part No. 990E0-59340-F60
Please order following spare parts additionally:
- Basic mounting kit necessary for cars with and without serial radio.
- Part No. 990E0-59318-K10
- DAB+ Antenna:
  - Part No. 990E0-59354-DAB
  - For cars with serial radio:
    - OE-garnish:
      - Part No. 73821-54P00-5PK
  - Screws:
    - Part No. 03541-0516A-000 (4x)
    - For cars without serial radio:
      - Brackets:
        - Part No. 39321-54P00-000 (1x) and 39322-54P00-000 (1x)

---

1 iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
2 Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of the Bluetooth SIG Inc.
**Pioneer AVIC-F960DAB**

**Smartphone Connectivity**

- Key features include:
  - Bluetooth®
  - iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes®

- Text-to-Speech (TTS) provides voice guidance and relays 10 million pre-installed POIs.
- 10.4 million kilometres of road, incl. detailed city maps and traffic information from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) in 18 languages.
- Siri Eyes Free for iPhone®.
- AHA radio from iPhone® or Android phone.
- External microphone included.

**Navigation**

- Latest maps of 45 European countries installed on 16GB internal drive.
- 10.4 million kilometres of road, incl. detailed city maps and 3D visualisation of major landmarks.
- 10 million pre-installed POIs.
- Text-to-Speech (TTS) provides voice guidance and relays traffic information from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) in 18 languages.
- Voice recognition lets you give voice commands to control a number of navigation, Bluetooth® and audio functions.

**Connectivity**

- 2 x Rear USB – 1A
- MicroSD Card Slot (SDHC compatible)
- iPod® (iPhone 17 Music) / Video Direct Control (Optional card required)
- Steering Wheel Remote Input
- 3 x 4 Volt RCA Pre-outs (Front, Rear, Subwoofer)
- Rear View Camera Input with Graph Parking Guidelines
- Dual Camera input
- 1 Rear Monitor RCA Output
- 2 Video Inputs (RCA Aux-in)
- 1 HDMI Input

**Multimedia**

- Plays DAB+ radio, RDS AM / FM tuner with 24 presets
- Video File Playback: MPEG1,2,4 / DivX / H.264 / JPEG / MKV / FLV from DVD / CD-R / -RW / USB / SD
- Android smartphones via HDMI (Optional card required)
- Other AV devices via 2 rear auxiliary inputs

**Telephony**

- Phone book transfer
- It stores information from up to five different phones and up to 1000 contacts per phone. Check Bluetooth® compatibility.
- Other AV devices with a 6.2” (15.5cm) WVGA multi-touch screen. Enjoy radio without interference thanks to the built in DAB / DAB+.
- Universal smartphone connectivity with Apple CarPlay for iPhone® and Android smartphones and AVICSYNC for additional realtime information and extra services for iPhone® and Android and detachable panel.

**Key features include:**

**Smartphone Connectivity**

- Apple CarPlay for iPhone®
- AppRadio Mode for iPhone® and Android smartphones
- AVICSYNC for realtime information and extra services for iPhone® and Android.

**Navigation**

- Latest maps of 45 European countries installed on 16GB internal drive.
- 10.4 million kilometres of road, incl. detailed city maps and 3D visualisation of major landmarks.
- 10 million pre-installed POIs.
- Text-to-Speech (TTS) provides voice guidance and relays traffic information from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) in 18 languages.
- Voice recognition lets you give voice commands to control a number of navigation, Bluetooth® and audio functions.

**Connectivity**

- 2 x Rear USB – 1A
- MicroSD Card Slot (SDHC compatible)
- iPod® (iPhone 17 Music) / Video Direct Control (Optional card required)
- Steering Wheel Remote Input
- 3 x 4 Volt RCA Pre-outs (Front, Rear, Subwoofer)
- Rear View Camera Input with Graph Parking Guidelines
- Dual Camera input
- 1 Rear Monitor RCA Output
- 2 Video Inputs (RCA Aux-in)

**Multimedia**

- Plays DAB+ radio, RDS AM / FM tuner with 24 presets
- Video File Playback: MPEG1,2,4 / DivX / H.264 / JPEG / MKV / FLV from DVD / CD-R / -RW / USB / SD
- Android smartphones via HDMI (Optional card required)
- Other AV devices via 2 rear auxiliary inputs

**Telephony**

- Phone book transfer
- It stores information from up to five different phones and up to 1000 contacts per phone. Check Bluetooth® compatibility.
- External microphone included.

Please order following spare parts additionally:

- OE-garnish: Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5
- Screws: Part No. 03541-0516A-000 (4x)

**For cars without serial radio:**

- Basic mounting kit
- OE-garnish: Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5
- Screws: Part No. 03541-0516A-000 (4x)

**For cars with serial radio:**

- Basic mounting kit
- OE-garnish: Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5
- Screws: Part No. 03541-0516A-000 (4x)

**Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5**

- 4 | Mounting kit for Pioneer 2-DIN navigation units for Pioneer navigation systems F60DAB, F960DAB and F960BT
- Part No. 990E0-59J41-K10

**Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5**

- 5 | iPhone®4/4S® adapter cable
- adapter cable for iPhone®4/4S®, fits for AVIC navigation systems F60DAB, F960DAB and F960BT
- Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5

**Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5**

- 6 | iPhone® adapter cable
- adapter cable for iPhone®6/6S/6Plus®, fits for AVIC navigation systems F60DAB, F960DAB plus Apple Adapter Digital AV and plus cable lightning-USB
- Part No. 990E0-59J40-IP5

**Part No. 990E0-59J40-AND**

- 7 | Android adapter cable
- adapter cable for android smart phones, fits for AVIC navigation systems F60DAB, F960DAB and F960BT
- Part No. 990E0-59J40-AND
**Audio & Navigation**

8 | Pioneer CD Tuner DEH-X6700DAB
   - the built-in DAB+ tuner with time shift function gives you access to thousands of radio stations. Of course it can play music from traditional CDs or CD-R / RW, including MP3, WMA and WAV files, but also from portable devices like an iPod® / iPhone®, Android smartphone or USB stick. With a MOSFET 4 x 50 Watt Amplifier inside, front Aux-in, RCA pre-out, Radio Data System (RDS) and removable front panel. The multicolour RGB display can be customized to match the lighting in your car or to add effects using the MIXTRAX EZ feature. MIXTRAX EZ creates non-stop, club-style mixes from your music, illuminating your dashboard with color effects based on the beat and mood of each song. DAB+ Antenna (Part No. 990E0-59J54-DAB) has to be ordered additionally
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-670

9 | Pioneer CD Tuner DEH-150MP
   - is designed to play music from traditional CDs or CD-R / RW, including MP3, WMA and WAV files. Other music devices are possible via front Aux-in. 4 x 50 Watt output, RCA pre-out, Radio Data System (RDS) and removable front panel
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-150

10 | Pioneer CD Tuner DEH1700UB
   - CD RDS tuner with WMA / MP3 playback and front illustrated USB. Red button and white display illumination, android media compatible, RCA pre-out, 4 x 50 Watt output, steering wheel remote input, power save mode
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-270

11 | Pioneer CD Tuner DEH-X3700UI
   - CD RDS tuner with iPod® / iPhone® direct control & RGB colour customization, android media compatible, 2 RCA pre-outs, 4 x 50 Watt output, steering wheel remote input, telephone line input
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-370

12 | Pioneer Tuner MVH150UB
   - RDS tuner with iPod® / iPhone® direct control via USB, front aux-in and illuminated front USB, android media compatible, 2 RCA pre-outs, 4 x 50 Watt output, steering wheel remote input
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-470

13 | DAB antenna
   - for Pioneer CD tuner DEH-X6700DAB and Pioneer DAB navigation systems AVIC
   - Part No. 990E0-59J54-DAB

14 | Mounting kit
   - 2-DIN tuner mounting kit for cars with OE-radio
   - Part No. 990E0-54PO5-KIT
   - 1-DIN tuner mounting kit for cars without OE-radio
   - Part No. 990E0-54PO6-KIT

15 | Speaker upgrade set
   - fitting for front and rear, dual cone, 65 watts, frequency range 80-17500 Hz, plug and play, two-piece set
   - Part No. 990E0-62J32-000

16 | Rear view camera
   - allows a clear view behind the car when reversing. Only in combination with Pioneer AVIC navigation systems
   - Part No. 39970-54P00-000
   - Adapter cable for rear view camera, fits for all Pioneer AVIC navigation systems
   - Part No. 990E0-61M02-010

---

*Please order adapter cable (990E0-61M02-010) separately.*

Please note: Navigation and radio systems updated regularly. Products may differ from the product information in this leaflet.
Audio & Navigation

17 | Bluetooth® system, Parrot MKi9000
hands-free system kit offering telephony and is compatible with all music sources. Plays music from any Bluetooth® compatible devices. Output via car speakers. A wireless remote control can be positioned on the steering wheel. No need for a screen – the Parrot MKi9000 offers a voice menu for accessing its functions. Includes Suzuki specific wiring harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J34-KIT

18 | Bluetooth® system, Parrot MKi9200
hands-free system (Bluetooth® v2.0 + EDR) kit not only offering telephony but also compatible with music sources (iPod®, USB and Line in). Plays music from any Bluetooth® stereo (A2DP) compatible devices. Output via car speakers. Compatible with SD and SD-HE card. Sound equaliser with digital class-d 20W amplifier. TFT-Display (72 x 57 x 12mm). Displays CD covers or pictures. Includes Suzuki specific wiring harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J33-KIT

19 | Bluetooth® system, Parrot MKi9100
hands-free system (Bluetooth® v2.0 + EDR) kit not only offering telephony but also compatible with music sources (iPod®, USB and Line in). Plays music from any Bluetooth® stereo (A2DP) compatible devices. Output via car speakers. OLED-Display (82 x 32 x 14mm). Includes Suzuki specific wiring harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J35-KIT

20 | Bluetooth® system, Parrot asteroid mini
new hands-free multimedia and navigation system with 3.2” color display and wireless remote.
Key feature include:
Connectivity
- Bluetooth® 2.1
- USB
- SD Card
- Internet access with compatible smartphone or 3G/4G USB dongle
Telephone
- Dual mode (two mobile phones can be connected at the same time)
- Automatic phone book synchronisation
- Up to 5000 contacts per telephone
Multimedia
- Voice controlled music search
- Compatible with iPod® via connection cable, USB drive, SD-Card
- Audio file playback: MP3/WMA/ AAC/WAV
Part No. 990E0-59J33-AST

Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
Apparel

Drive in style
Not only does Suzuki make cars that stand out from the crowd, we also offer a stylish range of clothing. Choose from fleeces, jackets, polos, tees and accessories all designed with the same flair and passion that we put into our cars.

Vitara Fleece Jacket with hood
Warm and lightweight zippered fleece jacket, printed Vitara and Suzuki Logos, tight fit hood and sleeve ends with thumb-holes, 3 outside pockets (zipped), 100% Polyester
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTFJ1-size

Vitara T-Shirt
Rugged style earth-colour brown
Vitara t-shirt, flamed, printed Vitara and Suzuki logos, sewed-in fashion detail, 100% flamed cotton
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTTS1-size

Vitara Bodywarmer
Urban style fashion bodywarmer, printed Vitara and Suzuki logos, very lightweight and warm, small packaging volume, outer material 100% polyamide, inner lining 100% polyamide, padding 100% polyester.
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTBW1-size

Vitara Watch Kanji Style
Black high quality stainless steel wristwatch, heavy duty finish, 47mm diameter, 5ATM water resistant, metal wristband, matches the Vitara Kanji interior clock perfectly, comes with black gift box
990F0-VTWA1-000

Vitara Fashion Jacket
Black fashion jacket with breathable mesh lining, printed Vitara logo and Suzuki logo, 100% polyester
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTJ1-size

Vitara Fashion Polo
Urban style fashion polo with embroidered Vitara and Suzuki logos, sewed-in fashion details, pin-striped collar and sleeve ends, piqué fabric, 95% cotton, 5% elastane
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTPF1-size

Vitara Quilted Jacket
Rugged style earth-colour brown quilted jacket with hood, printed Vitara and Suzuki logos, very lightweight and warm, small packing volume, outer material 100% polyamide, inner lining 100% polyamide, padding 100% polyester.
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL
990F0-VTQJ1-size

Vitara Multi-tool
Vitara outdoor multtool, 9 functions, ergonomic handles, durable belt pouch
990F0-VTMT1-000

Vitara Textile Belt
Vitara belt, polished metal buckle with Suzuki logo, printed Vitara logo, dark grey 100% polyester fabric strap, 130 cm length, can be shortened individually.
990F0-VTTB1-000

Vitara Suzuki Keyring
Black and white, PVC
990F0-MKEY1-000X

Vitara Lanyard
Dark grey lanyard with embossed Vitara logos, metal carabiner, fabric 100% polyester
990F0-VTLY1-000
Suzuki Genuine Accessories have been specially designed for Suzuki cars and are subject to the same quality standards as the car. Please note that only Suzuki Genuine Accessories have been tested and cleared for use by Suzuki. The necessary instructions can be found in the relevant manuals. It is possible under some circumstances that the installation and/or use of other accessory parts could have a negative effect on the structural characteristics of your car and thus reduce driving safety. Suzuki cannot accept any liability for damage caused by the use of accessories other than Suzuki Genuine Accessories.

On publication of this brochure all earlier information ceases to be valid. Some of the brochure’s illustrations show special equipment.

The details given in this brochure are non-binding and are purely for informational purposes. Errors excepted.

We kindly ask you to make sure that all legal requirements are fulfilled in your country when using the range of Suzuki accessories.

Last update: December 2014